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Abstract. Understanding traditional seismic strategies is necessary to conduct appropriate restoration of historic buildings and city centers located in earthquake-prone areas. But, the fast disappearance of vernacular built heritage and of the associated popular knowledge and know-how, along with the spread of inappropriate maintenance works, make it very difficult. To overcome these obstacles, it is suggested to broaden the scope of observations by including both larger geographical areas and elements that do not appear as seismic features at first consideration. This paper illustrates the relevance and the limits of this approach by applying it to the case study of Yazd historic city center. Yazd is located in a moderate seismic area and is famous for its well-preserved historic city center, with a high number of Qajar adobe buildings in various conditions. The authors combined literature review, direct observation of numerous buildings and a deeper study of four Qajar houses to conduct the first part of their research. The data collected mainly relates to the geometrical features, the materials used and the interconnections between elements at different scales. Their analyses led to the elaboration of several assumptions on the seismic behaviour of the studied adobe buildings and vaults and on the distortions some features may have suffered. To validate these assumptions, two methodologies were used. Both are illustrated in this paper through the study of the insertion of baked bricks in adobe vaults. The first one is based on observation campaigns on damaged houses. The second one is based on experimental works, with tests conducted on the shear strengths of masonry made with mud mortars and adobes or baked bricks to better understand how builders benefited from mixing these materials in an adobe vault. Finally, the authors discuss the limits of the method and the extent to which restoration projects can benefit from it.
1 INTRODUCTION

Earthen historic buildings are usually associated to features improving their behaviour in case of dynamic solicitations, amongst others in case of earthquakes. Most of them are not endorsed by official seismic codes that currently apply in numerous countries. Those codes are based on the technical knowledge that was recognized at the time of their redactions – which is mostly after the Second World War. At that time, engineers and institutions were focusing on modern materials such as steel and concrete and the strategies associated with them. The absence of research on traditional technics and materials, and more particularly on their aspects related to seismic engineering, induced a lack of academic knowledge that makes their efficiency difficult to calculate or digitally assess. Yet, the precision and the amount of recognized information related to a technic often take precedence over its effective performance when judging it [1]. The efficiency of a traditional technic can be assessed by post-earthquake observation. This kind of analyses and learning processes were part of builders capacity building in most seismic areas until the end of 19th century [1] but was neglected ever since in favor of calculation and digital analysis. Post-earthquake observations and empirical assessments are nowadays facing three main interlocked hindrances: post-earthquake quick destruction of vernacular heritage by the institutions in charge of rebuilding, the distortion of traditional technics induced by previous loss of knowledge, and the destructions due to unsuitable previous maintenance of built heritage [2,3]. Hence, the characterizations of traditional seismic strategies are often long and complex, which turns out to be a major issue as it is often a necessary step to conduct an appropriate maintenance and restoration of historic buildings.

To what extent can researchers overcome these disappearances and distortions? Is the extension of observations to broader geographical areas, not restricted to highly seismic ones, helping? And what about including in the characterization researches elements that do not appear as anti-seismic features at first consideration? To what extent can this two-fold broadening feed the elaboration of technical assumptions that can later be assessed by observation campaigns or experimental ones? This paper discusses the accuracy of this approach by applying it to the case study of Yazd city center and more specifically to the insertion of baked bricks in adobe vaults.

Yazd is a city in the desert part of Iran that is famous for its well preserved historic city center. Most of its historic buildings were heavily modified during its latest prosperous period (18th century) and until the middle of the 19th century (Qajar period) [4]. Yazd historic city center is a dense area where traditional buildings are mainly made out of adobes [5]. They are closely interlocked: Lateral thrusts that result from vaults and domes are balanced on scales that range from inside a single house to inside an urban block and up to in-between blocks, thanks to arches and vaults crossing the streets. Traditional buildings usually have one or two levels above the ground and up to three underground levels. Iran is located in a highly seismic zone, and earthquakes in Yazd are numerous and of low magnitudes. An acceleration of 0.25g (associated to a return time of 475 years) is to be taken into account when building in Yazd, according to Iranian seismic design code [6].

2 METHODOLOGY

In order to overcome the difficulties linked to the understanding of traditional anti-seismic
strategies through direct post-earthquake observations, the authors suggest a two-step methodology that is detailed below. First step consists in developing technical assumptions on traditional anti-seismic features by broadening the scope of observations at two levels: first, a geographical broadening, and second, a technical broadening. Then, the technical assumptions resulting from these observations are assessed through different methods designed on a case-by-case basis. This methodology was applied to study traditional seismic technics related to Qajar architecture, as illustrated in this paper.

2.1 Geographical broadening

The suggested geographical broadening consists in studying anti-seismic architectural features without restricting the observations to highly seismic areas. This is based on the following argumentation: A local seismic building culture is likely to develop in locations where earthquakes are frequent enough with intensities that are medium enough to allow for feedbacks [3]. These local seismic cultures then often spread into less seismic areas, facing more or less distortions [1]. Earthquakes in Yazd are numerous but of too low intensities to stir up the development of a specific seismic culture. But building cultures in Yazd were fed by those of the surrounding areas – that face earthquakes of higher intensities – with possibilities of distortions that must be kept in mind while conducting the analyses.

Yazd historic city center is very instructive thanks to its high number of Qajar buildings and their various conditions. Though many houses are built inwards, around a central courtyard, the collapsing of numerous external walls makes it easy to have an understanding of several architectural features by walking into this 800ha area. The authors could complement these theme-based walks by deeper visits of 4 houses owned by the Faculty of Architecture of Yazd and whose plans were available, named: Shamsaei, Shafipour, Mortaz and Nikbin houses. The data collected mainly relates to the elements geometrical features, the materials used and the interconnections between elements, on three different scales: The largest one relates to the house itself and its block; the second one to the walls; and the smallest one to the materials and their layout. These visits were conducted in December 2015 and January 2016.

2.2 Technical broadening

Numerical modellings usually are of low accuracy to conduct seismic assessments of adobe historic buildings as they do not assess properly traditional materials and connections – especially when subject to dynamic solicitations – by lack of knowledge or to avoid unmanageable complexity induced by advanced nonlinear analyses [1,7,8]. Though innovative modelling may help in better understanding adobe buildings behaviour [9], geometrical considerations still are of major interest to conduct a first assessment. An analysis of Qajar buildings was conducted considering usual earthquake-resistant guidelines of masonry buildings, a simplified method for the estimation of the resonant period of buildings [10], and several indexes proposed by Lourenço et al [11] and used by Sadeghi et al [8] to assess numerous Yazdi buildings. Moreover, the analysis included studies on the stiffness of the different elements and their connections [12], on the collapsing mechanisms of vaults [13], and on the energy dissipation due to friction in the connections between structural elements [14]. Besides, research works conducted on earthen building materials helped
understanding mud mortars characteristics and the importance of friction in the seismic behaviour of adobe buildings [15,16].

The technical broadening suggested as part of the methodology was conducted after this first analysis of Qajar buildings seismic behaviour based on usual technical considerations. It consists in a second analysis including elements of Qajar architecture that did not appear as anti-seismic at first consideration. Indeed, the loss of knowledge and the distortion of some traditional anti-seismic strategies that inexorably results from it prevent from identifying (and understanding) them easily. The main challenge is then to identify if they could be the remains of any forgotten anti-seismic strategy and to what extent they have been distorted. To conduct this technical broadening, it is necessary to get familiar with the wide scope of traditional anti-seismic technics and practices that developed in various locations. A collection of examples resulting from 10 years of field observations by CRAterre and its partners helps in getting this wider understanding of seismic strategies through the study of traditional monumental and vernacular architecture [17]. Applying this method on Yazdi built heritage requires a global knowledge of Qajar architecture beyond structural features [18] and of its assumed vulnerability [5,8,19] in relation with Yazd seismic activity [6].

2.3 Consolidating the induced technical assumptions
In order to illustrate the second step of the methodology – the consolidation of the technical assumptions resulting from step 1 – the authors selected one of their technical assumptions and consolidated it thanks to two different methods. First, by observations conducted on collapsing structures, whether indirect observations of damage resulting from seismic solicitations of similar houses thanks to studies conducted in Bam [20,21,22], or direct observations of collapsing houses in Yazd. Second, by an experimental campaign: in this case study, the authors tested different brick-mortar-brick sandwiches to compare the shear resistances provided by cohesive bonding between mortar and brick.

3 RESULTS
3.1 The elaboration of technical assumptions related to traditional anti-seismic features of Yazdi Qajar architecture

Yazdi Qajar architecture presents a lot of strengths regarding its seismic behaviour. The global shape, mass and rigidity of most Qajar houses in Yazd reduce the risks of resonance between the building and the ground in case of an earthquake: buildings resonant period was estimated to 0.1s using the equation developed in the Argentinian seismic code [10]. This equation results in a rough approximation as it relies on a basic oscillator model and do not take into account several influencing elements (including the foundations type, the number and spacing of the building levels, the ground nature and the mechanical coupling of the building and the ground), which could result in an error of up to 50% [10]. It is to compare with Yazd ground periods that was estimated between 0.2s and 0.5s thanks to Eurocode 8 and local geological data [23]. Moreover, most Qajar houses include one or several courtyards. These are typical local open spaces that are often used as a living space during seismic episode in different cultures, with testimonies of this practice in Northern Iran [19]. Yazdi houses are built inside a boundary wall with an almost rectangular shape and very few
openings. Inside this surrounding wall, rooms are built with a highly symmetrical pattern. Besides, an important part of the rooms are built underground and around a massive soil core that is the ground under the courtyard: the basement stiffness is thus so high that the ground motions are transferred to the first floor without amplification. Those three points result in a stiffness distribution of the construction that greatly reduces risks of walls distortion in case of an earthquake.

Focusing on Nikbin house, the authors calculated different indexes that can help in assessing the sizing of the walls. First, the load analysis resulted in an estimation of static loads of 0.15 MPa, that is more than ten time lower than the estimated ultimate compression resistance of the adobe masonry [24]. This oversizing is usual in traditional masonry structures and allows for important dynamic load to apply without endangering the structure [3]. Moreover, the authors estimated the area of walls that would resist shear stresses in case of a quake by calculating its density value, that is defined as the ratio between the total shear walls sectional area and the floor area. Eurocode 8 recommends a minimum density value of 10% in seismic zones where predictable ground acceleration is above 0.2g, which is the case in Yazd [6]. This value has been estimated to 15% in both principal directions. Moreover, it is interesting to compare the shear walls sectional area — that is related to their resistance to shear stress — to the building weight — that is related to the shear stress the whole building will have to resist. This indicator was estimated to 5m²/MN, which is one more time far above the minimum recommended value in highly seismic zone (2.5m²/MN) [11]. This means that its walls should theoretically resist the compression and shear stresses that would be induced by an earthquake before collapsing, with a high safety margin.

Going beyond these general considerations, several technical assumptions were elaborated relating to the seismic behaviour of different architectural items thanks to the observation campaigns conducted on Yazdi Qajar houses.

A first assumption relates to the smaller vaults that are built above the haunches of many vaults. A vault stability is compromised mainly by the inertial forces due to its own materials, for which there is a traditional solution: a load transfer. This is achieved by the help of the fillings that are above the haunches of the vault [13], but these fillings increase the weight of the roofing. In Yazdi architecture, the haunches of the vaults are often not strengthened by fillings but by smaller vaults named kane poush, that are either perpendicular to or with the same axis as the main one (Figure 1). These smaller vaults are usually explained by their thermal and execution efficiency, but they are also probably of high importance to increase the resistance of the main vault without burdening it.

Figure 1: An example of kane poush filling the haunches of a collapsed vault, Yazd (Crété, 2015)
A second example relates to the wooden and glass façade that often closes winter living spaces in traditional Qajar houses. Gable-end walls are often the first to collapse in case of an earthquake: they are usually slightly linked to the rest of the structure and have a high slenderness ratio. Gable-end walls that were not rigid enough have turned disastrous during Bam earthquake [20]. Closing those spaces with a light and flexible item is not only allowing for large amount of light to enter, it also contributes to avoiding the collapse of heavy walls in case of out-of-plan quake.

A third example relates to the layout of masonry infill panels and seems to be a variation of a well-known seismic principle of framed structure: masonry infill walls should be weaker than the load-bearing structure as it should fail first in case of too high solicitations [12]. In Yazd, most infill panels are built with specific layouts that have an obvious aesthetic aim. But they are also probably less rigid than common masonry layout. Moreover, cracks can propagate easily through the pattern but by dividing the panel in elements that keep interlocked thanks to their geometry (Figure 2). From a structural point of view, it is hence probably very interesting to use them as infill of load-bearing structures.

![Figure 2: Masonry cracks in an infill masonry panel, Yazd (Crété, 2015)](image)

The last example relates to rows of baked bricks that are inserted into zarbi adobe vaults (barrel vaulting), approximately every 50 cm, and that may be part of a strategy to improve the global stability of adobe vaults. In case of heterogeneous composition of masonry structure, the mortar joint acts as a weak plane from where the failure occurs [25]. In case the interface between the baked brick and the mud mortar is weaker than the one between the adobe and the mud mortar, this technic can be understood as a way to create fuse interfaces and facilitate the creation of sectional cracks during a quake (thus preventing diagonal cracks that would endanger the structure). The formation of cracks and the local shifts that occur at those interfaces are often very efficient to dissipate the energy the building caught during the quake [14].

Finally, it may happen that traditional seismic features have face such distortions that they do not contribute anymore to improving the building’s earthquake behaviour. For example, alcoves are a major aesthetical element of Yazdi traditional architecture (Figure 3) [18]. But they should not be reduced to their aesthetical function in a seismic context: First, because they can allow for storing items without risking cupboard overturning. Second, because they are the negative of buttresses that increase the wall stability with a limited amount of material. But the size of many alcoves and the way they were built make it difficult to keep in mind...
those technical advantages, as they have often been reduced to a dozen cm deep and made out of plasters, or are no longer structurally linked to the walls.

Figure 3: Different kind of alcoves in Shafipour house, Yazd (Crété, 2015)

3.2 A deeper study of the baked brick insertions in adobe vaults

The broadening of observations enabled the authors to elaborate several technical assumptions regarding architectural features typical of Qajar architecture that were probably developed as part of a local seismic culture. The authors selected one of them for a deeper study, that is the insertion of baked bricks in adobe vaults. In order to consolidate the hypotheses resulting from their first analyses, the authors based their works on two research campaigns: an observation campaign of collapsing houses and an experimental campaign in a laboratory.

The insertion of baked bricks in adobe vaults is hardly visible as the vaults are plastered. Nevertheless, the authors observed it in three Qajar houses in Yazd historic city center, where plaster was partially removed: Dar Houkouma, Nikbin and Shamsaei. The observation campaign mainly focused on Shamsaei house as its condition allowed for a deeper understanding of the phenomena. The house faced several issues related to its roofing plaster, and had been abandoned for a dozen years at the time of the campaign (2016). It was especially interesting as it includes five collapsing or badly cracked vaults built using both adobes and baked bricks. One or two rows of baked bricks were regularly inserted in the barrel adobe vaults, at a distance ranging from 30cm to 1m. Wherever visible, it was noticed that main cracks and partial collapses systematically occurred at the baked bricks rows locations (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Baked bricks rows in an adobe vault and the creation of sectional cracks, the example of Shamsaei house, Yazd (Crété, 2015)
This observation campaign confirmed the frequent propagation of cracks at the interface between baked bricks and adobe bricks. An experimental campaign based on the shear strength assessment of brick masonry [25,26,27] was then conducted at 3SR laboratory in order to better understand this phenomenon. The authors first had to determine a composition for the mud mortar they would use for the campaign. They tested several compositions based on clay, sand and fibers. They selected 4 formulas out of 7 thanks to qualitative observations. They then performed shear tests on 8 sandwiches made out of adobe and 4 kinds of mud mortars after complete drying (1 month): clay with 20% fiber by volume of clay (OC20F), clay with 20% fiber and 10% sand (OC20F10S), clay with 10% fiber and 10% sand (OC10F10S) and clay with 20% fiber and 20% sand (OC20F20S). The experimental setup using Schenck press is shown in Figure 5. The average shear stress value ranged from 0.032Mpa for the OC20F20S mortar to 0.059Mpa for the OC20F10S mortar, which was chosen to perform the next tests.

Once the composition of the mud mortar defined, six sandwich samples were produced to assess their shear stress value: Three samples were made out of baked bricks (samples A, B and C), three out of adobe bricks (samples 1, 2 and 3). A main factor of influence on the bond development being the water content of the bricks before mortar laying [28], two samples of each type were prepared by wetting the bricks before applying the mortar (samples A,B, 1 and 2), and one was prepared without wetting the bricks (samples C and 3). The following average shear stresses were measured:

| Adobe          | Wet (samples 1, 2) | 0.86 MPa ; 0.130 MPa |
|               | Dry (sample 3)     | 0.008 MPa             |
| Baked bricks   | Wet (samples A, B) | 0.84 MPa ; 0.145 MPa  |
|               | Dry (sample C)     | 0.055 MPa             |

Table 1: The shear stress values (Mpa) of adobe and baked bricks sandwiches samples
When wet before mortar application, the shear stress values for both baked and adobe bricks are comparable. They are respectively two times and ten times higher than when samples were prepared without wetting the bricks before the application of mortar. This important decrease in shear resistance may be explained by an improper bond development due to a too fast moisture flow between the bricks and mortars, inducing important shrinkage in the mud mortar as can be seen in Figure 6. This phenomenon could also explain the gap between samples 3 and C, as adobe bricks have higher absorption rate than baked bricks.

Figure 6: The joint failure in case of samples prepared with wet brick surface (left) and with dry brick surface (right).

5 CONCLUSION

In earthquake-prone areas, seismic practices developed as part of the local building cultures. Earthen historic constructions are usually associated to features improving their behaviour in case of earthquakes, but that suffered such distortions or improper maintenance for many years that they lost their strength and ability to analyse, triggering a vicious circle. The methodology illustrated by Yazdi Qajar architecture study in this paper helped in identifying several features that may be of importance regarding the seismic behaviour of Qajar buildings, amongst other the insertion of baked bricks in adobe vaults. The observation campaign showed that major cracks frequently occurred at the interface between baked bricks and mud mortar in adobe vaults. Further observation campaigns on collapsing Qajar houses in other cities were Qajar architecture is found would confirm if this observation is wide-spread or local. The experimental campaign showed that for the same composition of mud mortar, the shear strength value is similar with baked brick or adobe brick which are prepared by wetting the brick before application of mortar, but that this shear resistance is two times lower if bricks are not wet. Could this be a technic used by traditional masons to create fuse surface that would crack first, thus dissipating energy without endangering the vault stability? To further consolidate this technical assumption, it would be interesting to conduct the same experimental campaign on samples prepared with Yazdi traditional adobes, baked bricks and mud mortar. This could highlight other factors explaining lower bond strengths between baked bricks and mud mortars.

The suggested methodology helped in identifying architectural features that may have developed as part of a local seismic culture but that suffered from distortions or forgetfulness.
But once these elements identified and understood, complementary research must help understanding why these distortions happened and especially if they were intentional or not. This must be understood before restoration works to decide whether the distorted element should be kept in its adapted version or if it must be corrected to improve the building behaviour in case of seismic solicitations. Intentional distortion may result from an adaptation of the technic to lower seismic areas because another stake was given priority, as noticed for example by Hofmann [1] in relation with the spacing between timber seismic bands in Turkey. In Iran, the reduction of buttresses and the turning of many alcoves into merely aesthetic elements may be an intentional distortion. Further research in more seismic areas where Qajar architecture disseminated would help validating this hypothesis. The unintentional distortions, out of forgetfulness or misunderstanding of the seismic interest of a practice, is closely related to the disruption of traditional knowledge transfer processes that happened mainly from the end of 19th century [1]. Could a datation of the distortion help in sorting out if it is an intentional one or not? And to what extent should we consider that the highest stakes at the time of the construction (for example economical ones), that may have induced intentional distortions, are still consistent nowadays? Keeping in mind that the preservation of cultural heritage falls increasingly into a narrative of continuous evolution and adaptation to current stakes, an approach that may help in building cultural resilience [29].

Whether distorted or not, a deep understanding of these features is of major importance to develop proper maintenance of historic buildings. The loss of knowledge and understanding can induce adverse consequences when they result in the replacement of traditionally used materials by others with different properties. In Yazd, several maintenance issues that endanger vernacular built heritage can be observed. Many earthen walls are partially rebuilt with inconsistent materials from both mechanical and hygrometric points of view. It may entail an acceleration of degradation of the earthen parts of the wall due to crushing, water runoff concentration, excessive water vapor condensation, concentration of capillary rises in specific zones, salts migration… These modifications often turn disastrous in case of an earthquake because of the lack of good connections between load-bearing elements and because of the burdening of traditional structures. Based on the hypotheses detailed in this paper regarding several seismic features of Qajar architecture, several other examples of improper maintenance should be highlighted: for example when changing the traditional mortar by a stronger one in panels whose relative weakness is important. Or in case the mortar is stronger than the bricks, resulting in a propagation of cracks inside bricks and not only inside mortar which no longer induce a delimitation of interlocked blocks. Besides, baked bricks walls are often used to obstruct historic access. These panels may induce severe damage in case of an earthquake because of their relatively high stiffness and because of the lack of good connections with original walls. This discussion on the improper maintenance that can be observed regarding Yazd city center highlights the importance of identifying and understanding these traditional seismic practices.

Moreover, further research is needed to get a deeper understanding of the practices exposed in this paper and further consolidate the assumptions the authors could elaborate, especially regarding the different masonry patterns. Besides, other practices were noticed by the authors, without them being able to conduct further work to develop assumptions about their interest from a seismic point of view. One relates to the high occurrence of empty vertical joints in adobe masonry: Is it mere faulty works, or could it be a way to keep strains...
localized under lateral stresses? A second one relates to *muqarnas*, that may have developed as a friction damper timber capital (a practice documented in Nepal and Pakistan [17]) when built out of several wooden pieces and not out of a single one as is mostly done nowadays. Finally, the authors would recommend further research regarding the mix of adobes and baked bricks when building windcatchers along with research on their structural behaviour, as the very function of those items induces a need for structural strategies to cope with the vibrations and lateral forces due to winds.
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